
General Characteristics

Construction : 

The rigid frame is composed by two flanks in aluminum 
(10 mm. thickness) machined and braced.

It is driven by belt and chains.

The particular design of carpet boxes allows a fast change 
of front and rear belt.

The side covers are painted steel.

The three laminating rolls are nonstick.

Thick wool carpet: 6 mm.

Handling handle are included.

Maintenance :

Scraper easily accessible.

Heavy belt easily removable to let belts being aerated.

Moulder Artisane

STAF Artisane 3 specificity :
Shutters able to open as wide as required to create a cone which is allowing to 
make sharp ends at desired magnitude.

Various model of Artisane STAF
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Physical characteristics

Net Weight : 

Packed weight :
(palet + cardboard)

Shipping crate gross weight : 

Dimension packed :
(palet + cardboard)

Shipping crate dimensions : 

Capacity

Security
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Electrical characteristics
1500 pcs / hour
Artisane 1: accept dough 60% humidity
Artisane 2 and 3 : accept dough 80% humidity
Sharp ends mode: lengthens of 40 cm maximum

Artisane 2 and 3: Artisane is one of the only moulder in the 
market that can offer vertical or horizontal shaping on the 
same machine. The purpose is to find the aspect of hand 
forming orhorizontal shaping. Some special breads need soft 
and delicate touch. As only one belt exerts force, dough will 
be blended most quietly allowing better bread lengthens.

Voltage : 
Engine 380 V. Three phase (Artisane 1)
Engine 220 V. Single phase (Artisane 2 & 3)

Power : 0.75kW - 2.2A / 3.8A

Frequency : 50 / 60Hz

Option
- Stainless steel stands with castors
- Stainless steel covering
- Connexion three phase 230 V. (only Arti1)
- Feeding belt (300 or 500 mm.)
- Motorized output belt
- Shipping crate

200kg

230kg

260kg

1050x830x840 (mm)

1100x860x840 (mm) 

Our machines comply with:

- machine directive n° 98/37/CE
- French labour code
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